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Abstract— Software Development life cycle is the concrete 

process to develop software product, but it is still to be refined to 

handle Non-functional requirements at all stages of the life cycle 

of the product development. To develop 100% successful 

product, there must be equal importance between functional 

requirements and Non functional requirements. Some of those 

NFR’s are Performance, Reliability, Security, Operability, 

Modifiability etc. The design decisions are resolved at early 

stages if it is possible to encompass all non functional 

requirements along with the functional requirements in all 

phases of SDLC. This paper focuses on importance of NFR 

(security) design in architecture phase of SDLC and proposes a 

methodology to include security feature using security design 

patterns. As a case study we have illustrated this methodology to 

iLocking system Application. We believe “including security 

design patterns in Architecture is resistant to insecure features”.  

Our approach is most suitable for the security critical 

applications; such applications can be run on any device 

irrespective of mobile platform or fixed platform with high 

security. With this we will achieve secure SDLC at one phase i.e. 

Architecture phase. 

Keywords: secure SDLC, NFR, security design patterns, iLocking 

system 

I. INTRODUCTION

The focus of my paper is “Reducing reengineering cost by 

designing the application through ingesting non functional 

requirements termed as quality attributes within the SDLC 

right from its beginning”. Software Development Team must 

recognize software security as an intrinsic part of the 

software development process, not a reconsideration which 

requires additional cost and time.  

Most of the software development methodologies 

improvement is towards to speed up the product outmoded to 

market by delivering software Functional Requirements [6]. 

Many industry people support that the above methodologies 

are suffering from inability to express Non-functional 

Requirements (NFRs) explicitly, as primary artifacts in 

SDLC phases [8]. In traditional process they have been 

treating the non functional requirements as secondary 

artifacts [2] [4] [9] [18]. There is a serious limitation in 

emphasizing the project schedules pertaining to technical and 

non-functional requirements of the product to meet the 

product dead line. M. Farid and J. Mitropoulos proposed 

visualization framework that is used to schedule software 

non-functional requirements implementations by utilizing 

agile project management agile techniques [19]. Non-

functional requirements must be treated as Primary or 

Specific requirements [20] in SDLC.  

The Security is the major concern in all software product 

implementations in recent years. In addition to the 

government agencies and Industry, the individual people also 

using the software products in public as well as private 

domains. This enormous usage of the software product 

systems has resulted software products need to be maintain 

and manage large amount of critical information. It is 

significant to safeguard the software products which are 

developed as per the customer’s needs commonly called as 

functional requirements. It is coequally important to assure 

that these systems are safeguarded [10]. 

Most of the software practitioners recognized it is better to 

design security from scrape. It is prominent to use security 

models at early stages of SDLC for improving the software 

product security. Ivan Victor krsul [7] describes best 

practices and how to apply those practices to produce security 

artifacts of software product during development. Many 

researchers agreed to include security features within the 

software development life cycle from the beginning can 

improve overall software security.  

Many of the researchers uses Misuse case analysis to find the 

security threat analysis. Misuse case analysis creates 

interactions among application and attackers. With this 

interactions the researchers can find the attackers who crosses 

security boundaries [11][12]. The application must protect 

itself from security threats during applying misuse cases [15]. 

Researchers build misuse cases at initial phases of SDLC, 

meanwhile they should care from misuse cases not to access 

data, interfaces, and methods of the actual product. Software 

development team must use security technology to protect 

and remove the vulnerabilities [17] while using misuse cases 

to deal security concerns. In our proposed research we are 

working with the alternative model to design the product by 

including security features, patterns. In our approach we are 
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not dealing with the misuse cases but we are appending the 

security feature as security design patterns in the design 

phase.  

  

This paper is organized as related work in section 2, 

significance of considering non functional requirements in 

SDLC architecture phase in section 3, design of case study 

using security design patterns in section 4 and finally 

concluded with future work in section 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Many approaches are there to design and develop the product 

using secure SDLC. Some of them are used security design 

patterns for analyzing the potential attacks [26]. Some 

approaches treated Security design patterns as a tool for 

improving product security in Architecture phase [16]. The 

insistence of security in software product at the Architecture 

phase can reduce the high cost and effort in continuation with 

coding phase [27]. 

 

Halkidis, Nikolaos, Alexander Chatzigeorgiou, George 

Stephanides proposed a method Architecture risk analysis of 

software systems using security patters using mathematical 

model based on the fuzzy set theory and fuzzy fault trees by 

using class diagram of security critical application[29]. 

 

Our approach, we are design the security issues whose 

security is utmost importance in the architecture phase. Here 

we are representing security features as patterns, exceptions, 

techniques and process depends on the applications. With 

this, the application is properly communicated about security 

concerns among the development team right from the 

beginning stages of development.  

3. SIGNIFICANCE OF INCLUSION OF NON FUNCTIONAL 

REQUIREMENT IN ARCHITECTURE PHASE 

Architecture Phase is the most critical of the SDLC four 

phases [5]. Overall structure of the software is defined in 

Architecture phase of SDLC. Identification of essential 

components, whose security is uttermost serious, must be 

identified.  Security architecture and design guidelines are 

included in this phase. Architects achieve complete system 

quality with optimum balance of system characteristics by 

means of active communication during entire development 

process. Architects as stakeholders involves directly or 

indirectly for quality balance in construction Phase. Hence 

Architecture people are responsible for overall system 

qualities [3].  
Architecture is a representative for the system qualities to 
retain acceptable harmony between the functional and non-
functional requirements during product development. 
Architect people emphasize entire structure of software 
product; achieve predictable results through diagrams and 
descriptions for the communication with developers[13]. 

 

 

 

As an existing problem point of view there is a discrepancy in 

the definition of non-functional requirements i.e illustration 

problems raises whether NFR must be treated as a function or 

quality or a constraint in the SDLC. Once it is accustomed 

then a representation problem arises at various stages of the 

life cycle. In the literature there are different views on 

functional and non-functional requirements, still there is in 

need to develop consensus model which facilitates how non 

functional requirements are elicited, represented, integrated 

and tested in the software development process. 

 

In design phase, security policies can be easily incorporated 

by means of secure and insecure states. If the system enters 

any unauthorized state, security system starts authorizing the 

state and makes never let it enters into unauthorized state 

[23]. 

 

In our approach we are using UML tools and object oriented 

design patterns together to represent secure software 

architecture. Unified modeling language is the universal 

standard language for software product design. UML is the 

most accepted tool to present proper objects, classes, 

interfaces, inheritance and establish key relationships among 

them [1]. Design Patterns can be used to specific problem, 

they are reusable, provides flexible design, addresses future 

problems and avoid redesign [21]. Multifold security 

principles are manifested in security design patterns 

[24].Security patterns and Analysis patterns can be used to 

build secure systems and conceptual models [5] [22] [25].  

 

4. ILOACKING SYSTEM DESIGN USING SECURITY PATTERNS 

To model Non functional requirement (security) in 

architecture phase we used the application “Secure door 

locking system using Bluetooth technology (ilocking 

System)” [14]. This system and its iLock App are wirelessly 

linked together using Bluetooth technology. This Application 

provides secure keyless access depends upon key generation 

and key matching. In this application, House owner is locking 

or unlocking the door using iLock App from his mobile. The 

iLock System device is fixed to the door. From his registered 

mobile the owner has to send request for pairing with iLock 

device at the time of locking or unlocking door. The iLock 

app will generate key, key has to be entered in the iLock 

device and gets authenticated with matching key, then the 

door gets locked/unlocked. If safecracker tries this, the iLock 

component will deny the services and issue alert to owner 

because the key generation is done not with registered mobile 

number.  
  

We are illustrating this application using use case diagram, 

activity diagram, sequence diagram and state chart diagrams. 

We are modeling security concerns in the architecture with   

security patterns, security principles (integrity, 

confidentiality, Non-reputability). We have chosen this 

application because the security is most critical and is useful 

for enormous users.  
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The following is the design of iLocking system using 
security design patterns:  

 

Request for pairing

Generate Key

Enter Key

HouseOwner

Lock/Unlock

<<Key Genration>>

authorization enforcer 

pattern 

 

                              

Request For Pairing

Generate Key

Safe Craker

Enter Key

<<Key Generation>>

 
Fig.1Use case Diagrams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Fig.1 We introduce the concept of NFR by means of 

security in this use case diagram, representing with security 

principal confidentiality in terms of key generation. We are 

also representing the authorization enforcer pattern used to 

manage and delegate authorization process. This security 

pattern enforces authorization constraints in every situation of 

designing. House owner requests for pairing with iLock 

device by generating a key. The secret key generation process 

must dependent on security pattern.  
 

In fig.2 here we are achieving Integrity through key mapping 

process. The key mapping must be based on Authentication 

enforcer pattern and Intercepting validator pattern. The 

authentication enforcer pattern illustrates how a client should 

authenticate with the security application. Intercepting 

validator pattern validate input from client for security 

purpose. Based on the key mapping, iLock device gives 

privileges for locking/unlocking the door or simply deny 

privileges. 
 

Mapping the key

Grant Privileges

Secure Logger 

Pattern

Intercepting 

validator pattern

authentication 

enforcer 

pattern

Deny Privileges

iLock System

Issue Alert to owner

<<Key Mapping>>

 
            Fig.2 iLock System Use Case Diagram 

We use activity diagram to show activities flow one after 

other. In this design representation we are achieving 

confidentiality, integrity and Non-repudiation by performing 

key generation and mapping. In addition to authentication 

and authorization enforce patterns; we can take other security 

patterns into consideration for performing security activities 

in this application.  

  

There is a standard approach of selecting required pattern 

from the patterns catalog is available developed by Weiss M 

[28]. Once the Architect people and Developers knows about 

which type of security feature required like confidentiality, 

integrity, availability they can enter into the search engine of 

the repository catalog available, the search engine search and 

indexes them according the need  of NFR.   
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Fig.3 Activity Diagram 

  

We use sequence diagram to show object interactions in 

timely manner. Here we can precise security protocols in the 

form of representing with message sequences. Here the 

objects owner, iLock system and safecracker exchanges 

cryptographic operations in the form of key generation and 

mapping. These two use cases must be developed using 

suitable proven security patterns to achieve confidentiality, 

integrity which mentioned in figure.1.   

House OwnerHouse Owner 8:Match with Safe 

Cracker key

8:Match with Safe 

Cracker key

Safe CrackerSafe Cracker

1:Request for pairing

2:Request For pairing

3:Generate key

4:Generate Key

5:Enter key

6:Enter key

7:Match with the key

8:Match with Safe cracker key

9:Issue Privileges

10:Deny Privileges

11:Issue alert

 
Fig.4 Sequence Diagram 

 

 

 

We use statechart diagram to specify various states of a 

component. The states are specific to either component or 

system but not both. This diagram shows dynamic 

behavior and state of an in-dividable object may change 

with respect to events generated. This kind of 

representations shows the security context in terms of 

secure and insecure states. If the system gets into insecure 

state, we must protect the system by concentrating on 

lacking security features by selecting appropriate design 

patterns. 

Request to 

pair

Enter key and wait 

for authentication

Match with 

Key

Secure 

State

Grant access 

privileges

Issue alert 

to Owner

Insecure 

State

<<Authentication>>

<<Generate Key>>

 

Fig.5 State chart Diagram 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have presented architecture with security 

concerns using UML, security principles and security 

patterns. Our design methodology proposed ‘security features 

must be introduced in all phases of SDLC right from the 

beginning’.  

The combination of security patterns, principles and concrete 

UML design methodology improves software quality and 

development productivity. 

 

In the Architecture phase, secured design can be extracted if 

most appropriate security patterns are selected and applied 

specific to problem. There is still required to develop 

universally accepted design practice to include a collection of 

non functional requirements in SDLC. So that we can reduce 

over head effort, cost and time in software development 

process. In our extension work, we are comparing the 

performance of our method of design with already 

implemented software products and also we would like 

calculate the performance of each security pattern and 

combination of patterns which are used to represent as a 

security feature in the Design.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Request for 

pairing

Key 

Generation

Mapping 

with key

Deny 

Privileges

Issue alert 

to Owner

Grant access 

privileges
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